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 With the Social Club, you can chat with other players, get game invites, track your Rockstar Games Stats and challenge other Social Club members to compete in player-vs-player action. It’s our mission to deliver entertainment that’s memorable and fun, that makes the player feel like a king and allows the game to shine through the most advanced rendering and performance technologies on the
market. I invite you to visit our website to learn more about our company and what we’re all about. We have many different articles about the industry and our products. You’ll also find press releases and exciting news. For those who are interested in giving our products a test drive, you can download our free trials of both Max Payne 3 and LA Noire from our website. We’re looking forward to

working with you. Check back soon! Sincerely, Rockstar Games This game is distributed digitally through the PlayStation Network, and in retail stores throughout North America by Square Enix and in Europe by Square Enix and 505 Games. LA NOIRE For the first time, the dark and gritty epic crime saga set in 1950s Los Angeles is brought to life on the PS3®. LA NOIRE reveals a new side of
‘Detective’ Cole Phelps, his personal life as well as his relationships with the people around him, and builds on the dynamic, engaging story and characters that fans have come to love over the last 10 years. LA NOIRE delivers the dramatic, authentic tale of a man on a mission, marked by a personal tragedy and a case of ‘private justice’ that forever changes his outlook on the world. Take on the role of
a retired cop, he’s brought back to solve a string of homicides with a second chance at life. With just a day to live, his father’s murder comes back to haunt him, which triggers flashbacks of the death of his own son. LA NOIRE immerses the player in this emotionally harrowing experience, as Cole fights for justice and redemption. Players must find the truth as they navigate the twisted underworld of

1950s Los Angeles, cross paths with mobsters, and contend with corrupt cops. As they delve into the world of hard-boiled detectives, they’ll find themselves battling some of the most memorable characters of the 1950s, including a sadistic psychopath and a brutal psychopath. LA NOIRE� 82157476af
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